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ABSTRACT

Data-driven news articles are widely used to communicate societal phenomena with concrete evidence. These articles are often accompanied by a visualization, helping readers to contextualize content. However, blind and low vision (BLV) individuals have limited access to visualizations, hindering a deep understanding of data. We explore the possibility of dynamically generating data facts (texts describing data patterns in a chart) for BLV individuals based on their preferences to aid the reading of such articles. We conduct a formative study to understand how they perceive system-generated data facts and the factors influencing their preferences. The results indicate the preferences are highly varied among individuals, and a simple preference elicitation alone induces noise. Based on the findings, we developed a method to personalize the data facts generation using an active learning approach. The evaluation studies demonstrate that our model converges effectively and provides more preferable sets of data facts than the baseline.
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1 INTRODUCTION

As the world becomes data-driven, data journalism has emerged as a new standard for communicating societal phenomena. In fact, major media outlets publicly share the practice of using data in news articles (e.g., [1]); technical reports and books introduce principles around authoring data-driven articles (e.g., [10, 11]). One prominent strategy is the use of visualizations, as highlighted by Gray et al. in their popular handbook [10], where visualizations are described as “the workhorse of data journalism.”

Sighted readers can benefit from visualizations in data-driven articles in many ways. They may be able to draw their own conclusions or examine other aspects of the data that the article does not
cover. Also, the reader might be able to navigate the news article in a "Martini Glass fashion" where first a reader follows the provided narrative via the article text and other devices and explores the aspects of the visualization they consider most interesting later [66].

However, these tasks are not accessible to blind and low vision (BLV) individuals who rely on screen readers to parse information online. They can only access the data by reading the article text, the visualization’s alternative text if provided, or text labels if the visualization is in an SVG format. Even with carefully crafted alternative text, it is often challenging to comprehend the various patterns of the underlying data since most alternative text describes the most salient patterns or provides a simple overview of the visualization. When inquired, BLV individuals expressed the desire to conduct similar tasks as what sighted people would do when they encounter visualizations, such as probing aspects of the data not described in the article or inspecting the claims of the author and drawing their own conclusions [38].

To support these needs further, we explore the possibility of dynamically generating data facts to aid the reading of data-driven articles for BLV individuals based on their preferences. Data facts refer to a textual description of the result of one or more statistical functions applied to the data used to create a visualization [73]. Since BLV individuals have limited access to various aspects of data, we wish to present extra data facts beyond what the article offers to enhance data accessibility. However, as illustrated in Figure 2 (a), the space of possible data facts can be vast, as it results from the combination of all data cells with the various types of data facts. Given the size of the data fact space, we need a method to rank the generated facts so that a handful of facts users might get the most benefit out of should be presented. Prior works propose to rank the facts based on several factors such as the statistical significance (e.g., prioritize facts that describe a sharp increase over facts, not a monotonic trend) and the impact of the data fact [72, 77]. Factors allow parameterizing the fact space by surfacing high-level characteristics of data facts. However, the factors used in the prior work may not be sufficient to support BLV individuals’ needs and preferences. Therefore, we conducted a formative study with 11 BLV participants to understand how they perceive the value of system-generated data facts and their preferences on data facts and factors. Our result shows that participants were excited about the idea, stating that such a system could help them further engage with data-driven articles. We found that participants’ preferences toward which data facts varied dramatically from user to user, thus motivating a personalized approach when ranking data facts for a user. Also, in addition to the four factors that we devised informed by prior work and hypothesis, several participants proposed an additional factor related to personal contexts. As we observed an elicitation noise in this study, we also decided to improve the robustness of our system by learning their preferences through active learning.

We build a system that ranks data facts based on a user’s preferences given a data-driven news article. Our system uses high-level factors and features to model the data fact space effectively derived from prior work and our formative study. Our system uses a batch active learning model to learn individual preferences. It updates a user’s preferences based on several example-based pair-wise queries answered by the user. The queries are formulated using maximum volume removal in combination with successive elimination [8] to maximize the learning from each query and minimize the number of the user’s inputs. Our system further allows users to inform the model while reading a news article after the initial training to curate their preferences continuously. Our performance evaluation demonstrates that our model could learn users’ preferences with less than ten batches of queries. User study results indicate that our model provides a preferable set of data facts compared to a set generated by user-indicated weights alone and a set that is randomly generated.

Our contribution includes a system that generates data facts based on BLV individuals’ preferences. Our system offers dynamic support tailored to individual users while reading data-driven articles. Our system improves the accessibility of data by providing personalized data facts. Through our formative study, we contribute an empirical understanding of individual variances in data fact preferences and a set of requirements for preference-based data fact generation. Through our evaluative studies, we demonstrate the feasibility and the performance of the personalized model.

2 BACKGROUND & RELATED WORK

2.1 Supporting data-driven document reading

Narrative visualizations [66] can support the reading of data-driven documents by conveying stories around data with visuals. The visualizations surface patterns that the story describes, often accompanying annotations on the top of the visualizations, aiding readers to contextualize data with the story and vice versa. A great number of prior works explore how to design an effective narrative visualization (e.g., [12, 36, 49, 54, 63, 81]) and how to automatically generate the annotation overlay on top of the visualizations (e.g., [28, 36, 45]). In the context of a data-driven document, identifying links between the data and the corresponding text facilitates the development of useful features [42, 45, 46]. Several papers try different interfaces to display the identified link to support both the author [74] and the reader [4, 47, 55]. They find that providing the link between the text and the chart can help participants understand the document better. Some other works also explore the use of familiar analogies to help readers contextualize measurements and complex statistical information while reading data-driven documents [37, 43, 44].

These prior work assumes that the user can see the visualizations and leverage their visual perceptions to support readings and understanding the article. Our work supports BLV individuals’ data-driven article readings by providing additional contexts around visualizations and the underlying data.

2.2 Generating data facts & description

A data fact refers to a statement that illustrates "patterns, relationships, or anomalies extracted from data under analysis" [17]. Many automated systems are proposed to generate various types of data facts based on their context via Natural Language Generation (NLG) using template-based approaches [17, 21, 72, 73, 77] or deep neural networks [16, 35, 59]. Several taxonomies have been proposed to classify the type of data facts. Chen et al. [17] propose a taxonomy consisting of 12 data fact types based on a literature survey on visualization task taxonomies, user studies, and domain experts’
feedback. Recent work done by Wang et al. [77] refines this taxonomy by contextualizing the existing taxonomy with real-world examples, resulting in 11 categories. In addition to presenting the taxonomy, they propose a pipeline, DataShot, to generate a fact sheet (i.e., a set of data facts) automatically from tabular data [77]. Most recently, Calliope, a system, further streamlines the type of data facts based on the redundancy of fact definitions to generate data stories automatically [72] and ChartStory [80] focuses specifically on how to design the interface to present a set of charts based on clustering them with chart specifications. In our work, we followed Calliope’s approach to generating data facts. We considered their proposed approaches, in addition to factors that we identified from other prior work and the formative study, to rank the data facts based on individual users’ preferences. Also, none of the prior work offers a solution tailored to BLV individuals where some unique considerations should be applied, such as taking into account whether the data is covered by the article or not.

2.3 Making visualization accessible via text description

Recently, Marriott et al. [53] analyzed the current state of visualization for people with disabilities and raised the need to investigate multiple modalities for data presentation and develop automatic tools to improve the accessibility of data visualizations so that people with disabilities could consume them. Among others, describing visualizations with text is one of the economical and effective ways to convey visual information to BLV individuals. Prior work has investigated how to support BLV individuals when interacting with visualizations using text modality [14, 26, 27, 30, 58, 69]. Sharif et al. [68] conduct an empirical study exploring the experiences of screen-reader users when encountering online data visualization. The study reveals the lack of support for screen-reader users on online data visualization and raises several design recommendations implied from their study. They suggest that screen-reader users should be provided with both a holistic view of the data and drilled-down exploration given an online data visualization. In addition, because of the missing or unstable quality of the alternative text of visualization, they strongly suggest that alternative text could be auto-generated with the underlying data and be personalized to individual preferences. General guidelines [38], conceptual model [51], and interactive tool (e.g., VoxLens [70], SeeChart [2], ChartVi [57] are proposed to provide better alternative text to support the accessibility of visualization for BLV individuals. While the usefulness of some aspects of semantics and elements in the text description has been explored, none of the work aims to support BLV individuals when reading data-driven articles that include accompanying text descriptions. These descriptions might provide guidance on how to interpret visualizations, highlight crucial information, and determine what details may be unnecessary to elaborate upon. Also, none of them take the personalized approach to tailor to the individual’s needs.

2.4 Eliciting preference & learning preference

Preference elicitation and learning weights (importance) of factors based on the users’ responses have been investigated in various academic communities, including information retrieval, machine learning, and behavioral economics (e.g., [24, 25]). As opposed to directly eliciting the weights from users, query-based learning approaches leverage active learning, a machine learning approach, where the model iteratively queries users to label and learn from the labels. Prior works deployed the technique in the preference learning context with various models, including random, best N, max diversity, and max novelty [29] and balancing exploitation and exploration [13]. Biyik and Sadigh [9] investigated users’ preferences using batch active learning of a reward function. They employ pair-wise queries to ask users to provide their preferences. Within the visualization community, some applications proposed to learn users’ preferences on data attributes to support data exploration [15, 31, 60, 71, 75, 76]. For example, Podium ranks the data attributes based on the user’s interaction and infers the true weights using the Ranking SVM.

In our work, we built upon the query selection method suggested by Biyik and Sadigh [9]. We further devised adjusted pair-wise queries (beyond pair-wise ones often used) by hypothesizing the noise reduction, and we explored how it performs compared with the pair-wise method. Contrary to most prior works related to active learning, which were evaluated with simulation, we evaluated our approach with users in a practical scenario.

3 FORMATIVE STUDY

We conducted a formative study to learn about BLV individuals’ needs and preferences on a system that can generate data facts for them while reading online articles. Specifically, the goal of the study was to understand 1) how BLV individuals perceive the value of a system that generates extra data facts beyond the article text, 2) which data facts they prefer to see alongside articles, 3) which factors they value more when the system needs to rank data facts for them, and 4) any other factors that BLV individuals foresee their usefulness. Our study includes open-ended responses and ranking elicitation regarding participants’ preferences.
3.1 Participants
We solicited the study using the emailing list of organizations serving BLV individuals. Our recruitment criteria were 1) at least 18 years old, 2) legally blind, and 3) screen-reader users. Eleven participants reached out to us. Once participants agreed to participate, we sent the Qualtrics\(^1\) link that contains the study material. Participants completed the study by themselves. Five of them self-identified as female and six as male. The ages ranged from 25 to 53 (M=36.9, SD=9.86). The study took 38.8 minutes on average, with a standard deviation of approximately 21.5 minutes. Participants were compensated with a $20 gift card for their participation.

3.2 Data facts and factors
In our study, we used the fact types by Shi et al. [72], which includes nine types after excluding the distribution fact type since they are visually described (e.g., the distribution of the data is [an image of histogram]).

- **Value facts**: Facts related to individual data values or the aggregated value. “The average percentage of people who believe hard work doesn’t guarantee success is 47.26%.”
- **Difference facts**: Facts related to the difference between categories. “The difference of percentage of people who believe hard work doesn’t guarantee success between U.S. and Britain is 21.0%.”
- **Proportion facts**: Facts related to the proportion within and across categories. “The number of respondents who believe hard work doesn’t guarantee success over U.S. and Britain is 21.0%.”
- **Ranking facts**: Facts related to ranking. “The top three countries where the most people believe they will succeed if they work hard are Tunisia, U.S., and Pakistan.”
- **Categorization facts**: Facts related to categories presented in the data. “There are two response categories which are Hard work no guarantee and Most succeed if work hard.”
- **Trend facts**: Facts related to trends over time. “The percentage of people who believe they will succeed if they work hard has a decreasing trend over the years between 2018 and 2021.”
- **Extreme facts**: Facts related to minimum and maximum. “The minimum percentage of people who believe hard work doesn’t guarantee success is 15.0% over all countries.”
- **Association facts**: Facts related to the correlation between two variables. “The Pearson correlation between the year and the percentage of people who believe they will succeed if they work hard is -0.68.”
- **Outlier facts**: Facts related to the outliers in the data. “The percentage of people who believe hard work doesn’t guarantee success in Pakistan is detected as an outlier.”

The following are factors that characterize the data fact space.

- **Value significance factor** is related to the statistical significance and the impact of the data cells that a data fact covers [72, 77]. For example, “The Pearson correlation between the budget and the year is 0.99” has a higher value significance than “On average 42% of the respondents think that hard work will guarantee success.” as the former example contains a higher significant number (0.99) and covers more cells (budget and year).
- **Chart type factor** measures the intuitiveness of data facts given the visualization type (e.g., bar chart, line chart). Prior work indicates people prefer different chart types based on the tasks [62].
example, people might be more interested in learning proportional facts than other types given a pie chart.

- **Similarity factor** is related to how the data fact is similar to the data fact type manifested in the article texts, approximated by a similarity measure. Similar to the exploration and exploitation problem that an algorithm can encounter [20], users can also face the problem of balancing the breadth and depth of new information. A user might prefer to see more data facts constructed similar to what is already presented to explore the breadth of the dataset, or they might prefer to examine data from a different angle (i.e., different data fact type).

- **Data coverage factor** is related to whether the data point(s) that the data fact describes is mentioned in the article or not. Prior work indicates that BLV individuals wish to examine the data that are not mentioned in the article [38]. We envision providing information not mentioned in the article will add value to the BLV individuals’ understanding of data.

### 3.3 Study design

**Part 1: Demographic information** We first asked for demographic information, including gender, education, and occupation. We also asked whether they have the functional vision or light sensitivity, their diagnosis, on-set age, and stability of the condition.

**Part 2: Open-ended examination of visualization and text pairs** In this part, we sought to understand which aspect of the data participants wanted to learn when reading data-driven articles. To situate participants in a real-world visualization reading scenario, we prepared three visualization and article pairs from Kong et al. dataset [46]. We prepared an alternative text for each visualization based on prior research [38]. However, to reduce the confounding effect of their perception of data facts, we removed the description of data trends from the alternative text. The visualizations, the alternative text, and the article text used in the study are shown in Figure 3. Participants were prompted to examine each visualization on a separate page. Each page contains a visualization and the corresponding article paragraph. To make the procedure smooth for participants with their screen readers, we added text before and after introducing the visualization and the article paragraph to help participants understand the structure of the page and locate themselves (Details can be found in the supplementary material). Then, we asked a question related to what other data-related information beyond the given article text they would like to know more about. We later analyzed these open-ended questions to see whether the existing data fact types were enough to fulfill what participants wanted. We did not introduce any notions of data fact or the factors in this stage to avoid priming the participants.

**Part 3: Understanding preference & the perceived value** Part 3 is designed to learn BLV individuals’ preferences on data facts and factors as well as to understand BLV individuals’ overall perceived usefulness of a system that offers additional data facts beyond those given in the article. We first explained to BLV individuals how data facts with examples (Details can be found in the supplementary material). To reduce the cognitive load of understanding the concepts, we provided examples for each fact type using the datasets they examined in Part 2. Then, participants were asked to elaborate on what types of facts they preferred to see when they read any data-driven articles. We allowed participants to select multiple data fact types and elaborate on the reasons.

Next, we presented information related to the four factors, describing them using the examples in Part 2 when possible. Then, we prompted them to think about each factor. We asked questions related to the directional preference of two factors: similarity factor and data coverage factor. While it is apparent that valuable data facts should be statistically significant and intuitive given the visualization type, other factors like similarity and data coverage may depend on a user’s preference. For example, some users might want to know more about the data presented in the article (negative weight for data coverage factor), while others might want to see some facts related to unmentioned data (positive weight for data coverage factor). Also, some users might prefer data facts structured similarly to the presented article (positive similarity factor), whereas other users might prefer otherwise (negative similarity factor).

After prompting the directional preferences, we asked participants to rank the four factors in order of importance for data fact generation. We utilized two popular methods [24, 41] to compensate for the noise of the elicitation. First, we asked the participants to rank the factors using integers between 1 to 4 (1 being the most important and four being the least important). We also asked them to allocate 100 balls to these four factors based on their importance. We explained that they could enter each integer to exactly 100. While it might be difficult for participants who do not have expertise in data analytics and visualization, we asked them to describe other factors that may influence their preferences for data facts in case they have any.

After these questions, we asked participants to indicate the perceived usefulness of the system that generates extra data facts based on their preferences and willingness to use the system using the 7 Likert Scale (Extremely useful–extremely useless, extremely likely–extremely unlikely) and describe the rationales for their rating. More details are described in the supplementary material.

### 3.4 Results

#### 3.4.1 Is the data fact taxonomy enough? We analyzed the result of the open-ended question from Part 2. Participants were not exposed to any data fact and factor taxonomy when they answered this question. Two coders reviewed the responses and classified them with the taxonomy suggested by Shi et al. [72]. If none of the types can be applied, the coder did not classify the response. Later, the two coders discussed their results until 100% agreement. The final result shows that 90% (30 out of 33 responses) of the responses fell into one of the data fact types suggested by Shi et al. [72] (Fig. 5), indicating that the existing taxonomy covers most of the data facts participants desired to know. The responses unable to be classified were about the data or visualization themselves, instead of data fact related. P10 stated they wished to know more about “specific measurements for the x and y-axis” and P11 was curious about “types of data.”

#### 3.4.2 Preference on data fact types. After the open-ended questions, participants were asked to read data fact taxonomy and choose the type of data facts they might be interested in knowing. Figure 5 shows the result. 7 out of 11 participants prefer to see extreme facts,
followed by ranking facts (6/11). Value, Differences, and Trend facts were equally preferred by participants (5/11). No participants indicated they wished to see outlier facts. Their preferences varied in terms of the types of facts and the number of different types of facts they were interested in.

Figure 5: The result of data fact preferences. Each color represents a participant.

3.4.3 Preference of the factors. First, we analyzed the directional preference for the two factors (similarity and data coverage factor).

Directional preferences for similarity factor: 8 out of 11 participants indicated that they prefer to see more data facts of a similar type to those mentioned in the article. 3 participants indicated otherwise; they prefer to see more data facts that are different fact types than the article contained.

The directional preferences for data coverage factor: 6 out of 11 participants indicated that they prefer to see more data facts illustrated in the data that are not mentioned in the article, whereas 5 participants indicated otherwise.

Elicited ranking of the four factors: We elicited the preferences in two ways: direct ranking using numerical values ranging from 1 to 4 and assigning 100 balls to each factor. When we analyzed direct ranking answers, each factor’s average ranking was similar. For example, the mean ranking value for the value significance factor and chart type factor was 2.4, the similarity factor was 2.3, and the data coverage factor was 2.5. These results indicate that all factors are similarly important on average. However, we observed a large individual variance. Figure 4(a) shows how individuals’ ranking on each factor varies in their preferences. This large variance suggested that applying fixed weights for the factors (e.g., the average value) to generate data facts may not satisfy many users. A similar analysis conducted on the responses to the ball assignment elicitation technique corroborated these findings (Figure 4(b)). As expected, the results of the two elicitation methods were not always aligned. For example, P4 indicated that they preferred the similarity factor over the data coverage factor when we elicited directly but assigned more balls for the data coverage factor with the latter method. The existence of this misalignment underscores the presence of potential noise when participants attempt to express their preferences, thereby impeding their ability to articulate their true intentions and posing challenges for us to accurately capture them.

Other suggested factors: While most participants indicated that the four factors presented were sufficient to cover their preference, two participants stated another factor, which P1 called the “personal interest” factor. P1 shared that data facts would be more valuable if they had “geographic relevance to me”. P3 also stated, “people will always care about something more if it personally relates to them.”

3.4.4 Perceived usefulness and willingness to use. Participants were very positive about the potential of a system that would generate personalized data facts catering to their preferences. On average, the rating was 6.2 (out of 7, SD=0.8) when asked to rate the usefulness of a system that provides additional data facts based on their preference. P6 mentioned that the system would be useful because it would allow “to have equal access to information with sighted people and to be able to engage with the information in the article better.” P11 echoed this sentiment: “Some articles do not contain all the facts I would like to know about the topic I’m reading about.” When we asked to rate how likely they would use the system if it’s available, the majority of participants indicated that they were likely to use it (M=6.3, SD=1.0).

4 SYSTEM: MAKE DATA-DRIVEN ARTICLES MORE ACCESSIBLE

We designed a system that makes data-driven articles more accessible by generating personalized data facts based on user preference.
4.1 System requirements
We derive system requirements based on study findings.

- **Personalize weights of each factor for a user**
  In the study, we observed participants’ preferences toward factors vary individually, including their rankings (e.g., which factor they prefer the most) and directional preferences of two factors. This finding indicates that the system should accommodate individuals’ different preferences when generating data facts.
  -> Our system should provide data facts generated by personalized weights on each factor to serve an individual’s unique preferences.

- **Personalization factor**
  Two participants indicated they would like to see data facts generated by considering their own circumstances. For example, participants wanted to prioritize data facts related to their own location/region. Prior work [38] also indicates that BLV individuals would like to locate data values for their own city and state when they examine a map.
  -> Our system should include a factor that can reflect people’s personal condition.

- **Better elicitation method**
  In the study, we asked about participants’ preferences in two different ways that can reflect their perceived importance of the factors. Two participants’ responses were irrational (e.g., fewer balls being allocated to the factor identified as the most important). These inconsistencies clearly show the responses obtained from elicitation methods can be noisy.
  -> Our system should use a better way of understanding the user’s true weights of each factor, such as by implementing a learning approach.

4.2 System workflow
The system is assumed to get two pieces of information investigated by prior work. First, the system requires to get the data extracted from the visualization. ReVision [64], ChartSense [39] and Scatteract [19] offer to extract the data from a visualization formatted as bit map images and other proposed systems (e.g., [33]) can provide the data from the visualization. Second, the system requires to have a link between data and the article paragraph pairs [46]. Kim et al. extensively investigated the methods to achieve this goal [42]. Given the data and the corresponding article paragraph parsed from a data-driven article, the system follows the following five steps to provide a personalized set of data facts.

4.2.1 Formulating data facts. Based on the approach suggested by Shi et al. [72], the system generates all possible facts from the given data table (Fig 2(a)). First, the system classifies the values of each column into three categories, numerical (‘N’), categorical (‘C’), and temporal (‘T’). Then the system extracts unique values of each column and makes all possible combinations of those values among non-numerical columns (i.e., categorical and temporal columns).
  Then, the system uses them as filters to create subspaces. The different subspaces of the data are associated with unique values in non-numerical columns or combinations of unique values across all possible pairs of columns. To improve computational efficiency, subspaces containing only one value are eliminated (their record is reflected in value facts). From each subspace, the system computes values for all data facts (e.g., values, differences, proportions, trends, etc.) and generates data facts based on all five aggregation methods (i.e., count, sum, average, maximum, and minimum). We used the natural language generation template from prior work [72]. We further tweaked some of the templates to make the sentences more natural.
  We took the following considerations:
  **Category expression:** When referring to the columns, the original template use syntax like "There are (count) (column name)(s) which are (column values)." However, if the categorical column name is not a typical categorical column name (e.g., trade provision), readers may not realize they are reading the column name. We added an indication to solve this. For the former example, the syntax will be "There are (count) (column name) categories which are (column values)." In addition, we modified the expression to "(a category in column 1) in (a category in temporal column 2)" (e.g., the stock market in September 2012) to show the category relationship when a temporal category is used together with another category.
  **Subspace expression:** We removed expressions about subspace if the subspace is the entire dataset to make the fact more concise.
  **Numerical value expression:** We used rounded percentages instead of decimals (e.g., 1% instead of 0.01) in the proportion fact.
  **Aggregation method expression:** We used "total" instead of "sum" to make it sound less mathematical. Also, instead of using an expression like "max (column name)," we used "(column name) ... regarding their maximum value" to avoid misunderstanding.

4.2.2 Assigning weights to each data fact. Given a generated data fact, we quantified the value of the data fact regarding the five factors and calculated the score of each data fact by multiplying the data fact value with the weights of the factors. To parameterize data facts with the five factors (including the personalization factor derived from the formative study), we curated features for each factor.

- **Value significance factor:** To represent the factor, we used three quantifications suggested by Wang et al. [77]: statistical significance (i.e., the degree to which the fact entails a large value), context impact (i.e., whether the subspace from which the data fact is derived from belongs to more or less frequently mentioned categories) and focus impact (i.e., the number of cells covered by the subspace corresponding to a data fact). All three quantities take values between 0 and 1. Following [77], the value significance factor is summarized as a weighted average of the three quantities, with weights of 0.6 for statistical significance, 0.2 for context impact, and 0.2 for focus impact.

- **Chart type factor:** To quantify the factor, we consulted with prior work that measures the effectiveness and preferences of analytical tasks based on chart type [62]. This prior work uses a task taxonomy suggested by Amar et al. [3] to investigate how different chart types can effectively support the tasks. We bridged the taxonomy and the data fact taxonomy that our system used [72] by comparing its similarity in functioning (e.g., retrieve value ← value fact, find anomalies ← outlier fact, find extreme ← extreme fact). The two taxonomies are aligned with one exception of determining range. We used finding extreme and determining range tasks to match with extreme facts. Then, we used the preference rankings derived...
from [62] to calculate how a data fact type can be preferred in different chart types. We normalized the values of the rank of a chart type of each fact type with the min-max normalization to scale the range of the importance distribution to [0, 1]. Figure 6 shows the weight of different fact types in different types of charts.

- **Similarity factor:** To calculate the factor, the system constructs a Word2Vec representation of each sentence in the article and each data fact by averaging the Word2Vec vector of each word contained in the sentence and the data fact, respectively. Then calculate the cosine similarity between the aggregated Word2Vec representation of each sentence in the article and the data fact to quantify the factor. We used pre-trained Word2Vec embeddings that contain 300-dimensional vectors for 3 million words and phrases trained on the part of the Google News dataset, with approaches provided in [56].

- **Data coverage factor:** To quantify the factor, the system takes the percentage of data cells covered in the data fact covered by the original article. To establish links between cells and sentences in the original article covers, we used a method from Kim et al. [42]. The system subtracts this value from 1 to make the higher value mean less coverage.

- **Personalization factor:** To calculate the factor, the system computes the cosine similarity between Word2Vec vectors of the data fact and the user’s location string. We get the user’s location by analyzing their IP addresses. As Word2Vec vectors are represented with their semantics, we assumed that this similarity reflects how the data fact is related to the location.

![Figure 6: Quantification derived from Saket et al. [62]. The normalized values are calculated by data fact type and chart type.](image)

Calculating the final score for each data fact Each data fact (x) is represented by a vector consisting of five values from the five factors, and the system predicts individual user’s data fact preferences through a personalized linear model (i.e., by learning a 5-dimensional vector w for each user) to weight the importance of the five factors. Once trained, the system predicts how likely a user, represented by the learned weights w, prefers a data fact, represented by a feature vector x, through the dot product $\sum_{k=1}^{5} w_k x_k$. This score represents the user’s preferences for each data fact. A data fact with a higher score is more likely to be preferred by the user.

4.2.3 Learning true weights from users. To learn about users’ individual preferences, we applied an active learning approach to reduce users’ effort as much as possible while still learning a stable distribution of their preferences.

**Step 1: eliciting initial weights** We directly elicited each user’s preferred weights for the five factors. The answers from direct elicitation contain some signals, but they can be noisy. Thus, the system uses these answers as the initial weights for the personalized model.

For the two factors that users show a variance in the directionality, we also asked users to provide an initial direction (i.e., whether to prioritize or downplay a data fact based on the factor).

**Step 2: solicit labels from users** To train a personalized model, we need labeled data indicating a user’s preferences. The goal is to minimize the number of user interactions to minimize the user burden while maximizing learning.

Our system uses a maximum volume removal approach [8] to achieve these goals. This approach uses a pairwise query to prompt users’ preferences. More specifically, two data facts (we will refer to this as a query hereafter) can be given to the user, which is prompted to choose the preferred option. The model is then trained based on this response. Formulating the right set of queries is crucial to maximize learning and minimize the number of queries required to prompt the user. In other words, depending on which query the system asks, the learning outcome will be drastically different. Our system constructs query sets that maximize the expected information obtained from the queries.

Specifically, the system considers all possible pairs of data facts in the data fact space. For each specific pair, e.g., composed of data facts A and B represented by $x_A$ and $x_B$, we compute the difference between the two factors, denoted as $d$.

$$d_{AB} = x_A - x_B \quad (1)$$

Then, based on the current user weight w, the probability that option A will be chosen is modeled with the following equation.

$$p (I_{AB} \mid w) = \min \left(1, \exp \left(I_{AB} w^T d_{AB} \right) \right) \quad (2)$$

Conversely, the probability that option B will be chosen is modeled with the following equation.

$$p (-I_{AB} \mid w) = \min \left(1, \exp \left(-I_{AB} w^T d_{AB} \right) \right) \quad (3)$$

$I_{AB}$ is the sign($w^T d_{AB}$). $I_{AB}$ indicates which option (A or B) should be selected ($I_{AB} = 1$ for option A and $I_{AB} = -1$ for option B) according to the current model.

To identify which queries maximize learning, we compute how much the model’s uncertainty could be improved based on the query’s response. The amount of potential uncertainty reduction is captured by the information entropy of each data fact pair:

$$U_i = \min \{ E \left[ 1 - p (I_i \mid w) \right], E \left[ 1 - p (-I_i \mid w) \right] \} \quad (4)$$

In other words, $U_i$ quantifies how much information the system could gain by asking a specific pair. One criterion to choose the batch of queries that maximizes learning is to select queries the model is most uncertain, i.e., queries for which $U_{AB}$ is the largest.

However, greedy selection based on only model uncertainty alone could be suboptimal because a batch may contain redundant queries. To further improve the efficiency, the system uses the successive elimination approach suggested in prior work [8]. The goal of the method is to maximize conditional entropy.

$$\max H (d_1, d_2, d_3, \ldots, d_k \mid w) \quad (5)$$

Successful elimination starts from a large batch of queries (i.e., a batch of data fact pairs) to maximize conditional entropy. Then, it selects the two queries that are closest to each other at each iteration, removes the one that has the lowest information entropy, and
iterates this procedure until only the expected number of queries (a small batch that will be provided to the user) remains.

To summarize, the system first shuffles the list of all potential queries and randomly samples 5000 of them. Then, it selects the top 200 queries based on the information entropy \( U_{AB} \). Finally, it filters this set down to 10 queries by applying successive elimination. The number of final queries presented to the user (ten) was determined based on our simulation (refer to Sec. 5.1).

Then the user is presented with 10 batches of queries with a data-related article. The system asks the user to choose their preferred data fact between two options for each query. The model uses this response to label the difference between the two options’ vector \( d \).

**Step 3: updating weights based on users’ responses** Once the system receives the responses, the model performs a Bayesian update of the weights based on the following equation.

\[
p(w | I_{AB}) \propto p(I_{AB} | w) p(w)
\]

Since the distribution of \( p(w) \) is unknown, the Metropolis algorithm [32] is used to estimate the distribution of \( p(w) \).

**4.2.4 Presenting data facts based on personalized weights.** Using the learned weights and a given new data-driven article, the system can rank the data facts based on the user’s preferences. The system presents the top 10 results, but the user can retrieve more data facts by clicking the “read more” button.

**4.2.5 Soliciting labels during daily use.** Our envision system accommodates the user’s new labels. For example, in reading the presented data facts, the user can simply press the \( u \) key to inform the model the given data fact is useful or press the \( n \) key to indicate it is not. After receiving these additional inputs, the model will update their weights (Eq. 6) by creating similar comparisons that the system makes for the initial update. Specifically, once the user marks a data fact as useful, the system pairs this marked data fact with all other data facts in the list to calculate \( d \). Similarly, once the user indicates a data fact is not useful, the model considers all the pairs in the article with the marked data fact to update the model. This capability allows the personalized model to keep the model up-to-date with the users’ preferences.

**5 EVALUATION**

We evaluate our system using two approaches. First, we evaluate how fast the model can converge by simulation and how accurate the learned weights are. We simulate the model using the (hypothetical) user responses with varying noise levels. Second, we conduct a user study to evaluate whether our learning approach offers a preferable set of data facts compared to a set generated based on the direct initial weights and a set generated with random weights.

**5.1 Simulating model’s convergence**

We conducted a simulation with two goals: (1) to evaluate how fast our personalized model can converge and learn the true weights with a reasonable amount of human noise and (2) to inform the system deployed in our user study regarding the number of labels we need to solicit from users to train a personalized model and the elicitation method that reduces the noisy signal.
times. We used the equal weights for each experiment for the five factors as their initial weights (i.e., 0.2) and set the true weights as randomly generated weights. Then we generated a batch of queries (a batch consisting of 10 queries) based on our query strategy (Step2: Solicit Labels from Users under Sec. 4.2.3) and simulated the user responses according to the study setup (true weight +/- noise).

To measure convergence, we used the metric presented in a prior work [61]. This method proposes the alignment metric of the two weight distributions (e.g., the alignment between the weight distributions at time t-1 and weight distributions at time t, Eq. 7). We determined the model convergence when the similarity between the weights distributions at time t-1 and t (m) is more than 0.99. Once the model is converged, we calculated two evaluative metrics: (1) the number of the responses that the model needs to converge (i.e., t) and (2) the alignment between the learned weight distributions (i.e., weight distribution at t) and the true weight distributions. Metric (1) demonstrates how fast the model can be stabilized (i.e., how few queries does the model need to converge?), and metric (2) demonstrates how the model can accurately learn about the true weights.

\[
m = \frac{\|w_{true} E(\hat{w}) - w_{true}\|_2}{\|w_{true}\|_2}
\]

5.1.3 Results. The results (Tab. 1) demonstrated that, on average, both elicitation methods could converge with a reasonable number of inputs (6-8 batches of queries), even though the adjusted pairwise method required slightly fewer queries. While there is no considerable difference in the number of queries to converge between the two elicitation methods, the alignment metric of the pairwise method was higher than the adjusted pairwise method, indicating the pairwise method learned the true weights more accurately.

5.2 User study: can learning approach outperform?

We conducted a user study to evaluate how our system performs with actual users’ input. Since the overall motivation for a personalized system has been validated through our formative study, we focused on the quantitative performance of the system in the evaluative study.

5.2.1 Stimuli & procedure. We used the same ten visualization/article pairs from Kong et al. [46] used in the simulation. We formulated an alternative text-based on prior work [38]. Again, we removed any data trends in the alternative text to avoid a potential confounding effect with the presented data facts. We used ARIA radio buttons and ARIA-Labeled buttons to ensure accessibility. Informed by our simulation, we used the ten batches (to be conservative) with the pairwise elicitation method in soliciting labels from users. The overall procedure is illustrated in Figure 8. They were first asked to provide their initial weights of the five factors and the directionality preferences for the similarity factor and the data coverage factor (Fig 8 (a)). After that, we solicited labels to learn their preferences (Fig 8(b)). In this stage, participants were asked to read a randomly selected visualization (represented by its alternative text) and the paired article. The interface prompted them to complete 10 batches of queries using the pairwise elicitation methods. These questions were generated based on their initial weights, followed by our query formulation strategies (Step2: Solicit Labels from Users under Sec. 4.2.3). The responses were used to train a personalized model for the participant. Figure 9 shows the structure of the main study page given to a participant (The actual page can be found in the supplementary material). Next, we tested the performance of the personalized model (Fig 8(c)). Participants were prompted to read two other randomly selected visualization/article pairs at a time. In each article, participants were asked to choose the one set of data facts they found most useful among the three, which are generated based on the personalized model, initial weights and random weights, respectively. The presentation order was randomized. This set-up of evaluating performance would not allow us to conduct statistical tests due to the aggregated nature of the responses, compared to asking participants to evaluate each data fact using a Likert scale, for example. However, we designed it with two rationales: it is more trustful to our system’s mechanism as the system updates the weights after each batch (not after every data fact generation), and the responses would be more accurate since participants need to form an impression about a set of data facts as a whole instead of investigating a single data fact at a time and assign a numerical score to it.

5.2.2 Participants. We recruited 17 participants through the same mailing list with the same recruitment criteria used in our formative study. The average task time was 32 minutes (SD=18). Participants were compensated with a $25 gift card for their participation. Eleven
5.2.3 Results. We first analyzed the results from the perspective of usability and performance. We further analyzed participants’ weight change after the learning process to gain more insight.  

Informal Observation on Usability Our research team was standing-by via email at the assigned time slot for participants, and participants were informed about our availability. We did not get any emails during the participants’ sessions, which may indicate the participants did not need help completing the study. Also, participants completed the study in a reasonable time frame, as we piloted (around 1 hour). When we solicited, participants mentioned the interface was usable to complete the given tasks.

Performance We collected two evaluative responses from the participants (i.e., testing on two sets of visualization/article pairs), resulting in 34 data points. Among those, 41% times (14 out of 34), participants chose the set generated by the personalized model (generated using the learned weights). 32% (11 out of 34) of the times, participants chose the set generated by the model using their initial weights. 26% (9 out of 34) of the times, participants chose the sets generated by random weights. Notably, more than 33% of the times (which is equivalent to a random chance), participants chose the set generated by their personalized model.

Comparison between users’ initial weights vs. learned weights Figure 10 shows the individual participants’ plots visualizing initial weights and the learned weights, sorted by the amount of the gap between those two. We did not find any systematic patterns in the difference between the initial weights and the learned weights by factor. We observed many participants’ initial weights differed from their final learned weights. The average difference across all five factors was 0.17 (SD=0.15). The minimum gap that participants exhibited was 0.06 (across all five factors), and the maximum gap was 0.32. The observed difference between the initial and the learned weight demonstrates the effectiveness of the learning
approach as well as demonstrates the inaccuracy of direct elicitation of the preferences. The annotated texts in each plot represent the two sets they chose in the evaluation phase (Fig 8(c)).

6 DISCUSSION

Our formative study findings show that BLV individuals wish to navigate aspects of data when reading data-driven articles and their preferences are highly individualized. Motivated by the study, we built a system that generates personalized data facts using a batch active learning approach. We show the system’s feasibility by demonstrating its accuracy and efficiency via an evaluative user study. We believe our work paves the way for personalizing data fact space using factors that characterize the space at a high level. We envision that many other visualization applications can take a similar approach to further support BLV individuals. For example, the portion of alternative texts that describes the data trend can be dynamically generated based on a user’s needs as their preferences can be varied [51]. Also, we can apply a similar approach to personalize the column order of data tables to improve its accessibility along with other works (e.g., [78]).

In applying batch active learning in the domain of data facts, we proposed a new elicitation method (namely an adjusted pairwise approach) that potentially can reduce the noise when many entities share the same ranking score. While this method did not exceed the conventional method in terms of accuracy, it shows some promising properties regarding minimizing the number of user inputs. We would like to keep working on improving the method to tailor its properties specific to data fact-related domains.

6.1 Envisioning a pipeline combined with the prior work

Our system focuses on designing a system to generate personalized data facts given a data-driven article. Combined with prior work, we envision a workflow that allows detecting visualizations in an article to provide data facts based on user preferences. Techniques to detect a visualization [6, 18], its chart type [5, 6, 18, 52, 65] and extract the data from either SVG formatted visualization [6, 23, 33, 34, 67] or bitmap images [5, 7, 18, 19, 22, 40, 50, 52] can feed data and chart type to our system. Techniques to detect the links between the data and the article paragraphs can also be improved using prior work [42, 48, 74, 79].

6.2 Extension for sighted individual

We carried out studies and developed a system to support BLV individuals. However, we envision this system can be easily transferable to support sighted people. One straightforward future work will be tailoring the system more for sighted people by conducting user studies and building the modified system. An interesting next step would be collecting sighted participants’ weights and comparing them with the weight distributions from our study to observe any differences in their preferences. Understanding the difference will be able to inform designers of data communication systems on how they should consider the design differently for BLV individuals.

6.3 Limitations & future work

In this paper, we focused on investigating how we could incorporate people’s preferences in generating data facts and demonstrating the algorithm’s effectiveness. Future work can continue to implement the envisioned system by combining with plenty of existing methods proposed for extracting expected data from a visualization (e.g., ReVision [64], ChartSense [39], Scatteract [19]).

In our system, we demonstrated a method to parametrize the data fact space to personalize the generation process. Future work can extend the list of factors and their featurization. For example, adding more detailed factors regarding the content (e.g., preference on the subject of the paper) may improve user experience. Evaluating different factors and features to measure the impact on users’ satisfaction can be an interesting research direction, which allows researchers to deepen the understanding of what information people want.

In the current system, one of the factors, the personalization factor, uses the user’s geographical semantic proximity. However, the personalization can be extended beyond their location. For example, if the model can access other demographic information (e.g., religion, political party), our approach can easily incorporate the new information.

While our study offers insights into the algorithmic performance as well as usability, future work can explore how people use the system by conducting in-depth qualitative studies through video conferencing tool or in-person with which more user feedback can be provided through think aloud technique and observation and thus more insights can be gained to improve the system further. Also, we studied our system with relatively small numbers of people to gain initial insights. The results show the difference in the performance between our approach and the baseline. We expect to see the difference will be larger as the number of observations increases.

Our evaluative user study used the datasets from Kong et al. [46] where all of the examples are bar charts (e.g., simple bar charts, grouped bar charts, stacked bar charts) due to the availability of gold standard datasets, which can limit the generalizability of the system and conclusions. However, considering during the process of learning the weight and selecting the data facts, the system does not take any chart-specific features into account, we believe that our findings from the evaluative study will be generalizable to other data types and other chart types. Future work may consider creating more gold-standard datasets regarding different chart types and generalizing the approach to different chart types.

Regarding the time efficiency of the proposed system, the initial learning process may be somewhat time-consuming as each weight learning iteration with ten responses takes approximately 40 seconds. However, it is important to note that this learning process only needs to be executed once in order to obtain satisfactory post-training user preference weights. With the intention of facilitating long-lasting updates during daily use, it is proposed that new updates can be processed in the background and applied upon completion rather than instantaneously, thus rendering the algorithm’s time requirements tolerable. Furthermore, it should be noted that all computations were performed on a CPU. As potential avenues for future research, the possibility of migrating the process...
We proposed a system that generates personalized data facts for data-driven articles. We explored factors that may influence BLV individuals’ perception of the usefulness of the data facts. The results from the study showed that people’s preferences are varied, leading us to build a personalized data fact generation system. We demonstrated the feasibility and usefulness of our system implemented with batch active learning. We hope our work impacts many accessibility visualization applications by considering the preferences of individuals with blindness or low vision (BLV), as well as accommodating their varied conditions and circumstances.
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